
AVANT.org and Wesleyan University present Circuit Scores: Electronics After David Tudor, an evening of sound works dedicated to 
composer David Tudor, a leading figure in the emergence of live circuit-based electronic music of the 1960s and 1970s.

Circuit Scores will span a collection of environmental sound works including Ralph Jones’ Star Networks (1978), a non-linear analogue 
circuit composition performed in-situ during its own construction. Additionally, Ron Kuivila will perform a digital reconstruction of 
Tudor’s Pepsibird (1970), a multi-channel sound circuit first composed for the Expo ‘70 World’s Fair in Osaka through Experiments 
in Art and Technology (E.A.T.), in which sampled source material is sequentially chained and self-modulated. Performances will be 
followed by a discussion with Julie Martin, Director of E.A.T., Liz Phillips, a formative artist in the development of sound sculpture, and 
members of Composers Inside Electronics.

Circuit Scores closes an interdisciplinary symposium held from March 25-26TH at Wesleyan University celebrating the restoration of 
the recently acquired Tudor Instrument Archive. Featuring members of Composers Inside Electronics (C.I.E.), Tudor’s environmental 
sound collective, and hosted by the School for Poetic Computation, in residence at Westbeth, Circuit Scores returns to the former site 
of the composer’s Fluxus experiments with Cage and the Cunningham Dance Studio: the historic Bell Laboratories location on Bank St.

  •  John Cage, Williams Mix (1952) [Digitally realized by Tom Erbe]

  •  Mats Lindström, One ( for David Tudor) (2008) [Realized by Mats Lindström]

  •  David Tudor, Pepsi Bird (1970) [Digitally realized by Ron Kuivila]

  •  John Driscoll, Speaking in Tongues (2012-2016) [Realized by C.I.E.]

  •  Phil Edelstein, Impulsions (2015) [Realized by C.I.E.]

  •  Ralph Jones, Star Networks (1978) [Realized by C.I.E.]

  •  Discussion with John Driscoll, Phil Edelstein, Ralph Jones, Julie Martin (Director, E.A.T.), and Liz Phillips (SUNY Purchase]

  •  Ralph Jones, Star Networks (1978) [Audience realization]

Accompanying this program, AVANT.org will also host an online conversation with pioneering sound artist Liz Phillips discussing 
her role in the development of circuit-based sonic art in the 1970s. Phillips will present selected archival materials and speak on her 
experiences using electronic circuitry in her own artistic practice, as well as collaborations with Merce Cunningham, Alison Knowles, 
Yoshi Wada, and others.

Co-organized by AVANT.org’s Sam Hart and Charles Eppley with Ron Kuivila (Wesleyan University), Circuit Scores is generously  hosted 
by the School for Poetic Computation, an artist-run school which encourages artistic intervention through the study of code, design, 
hardware and theory. The program features members of Composers Inside Electronics, a live electronic music collective formed in 
1973 with David Tudor. This event is an extension of Wesleyan University’s Over, Under, Around and Through the Music of David Tudor, 
organized by Ron Kuivila with the David Tudor Archive.

March 27TH, 2016 : 3-7 PM
155 Bank Street, New York
$10.00 pre-sale or on-site
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Image: Detail from E.A.T.’s 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineering at the Armory (1966).


